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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A new feed configuration for microstrip antennas has been proposed

by Pozar []. The feed and a rectangular patch antenna are shown in

Figure 2.2. The feed consists of an open ended microstrip line which is

located on a dielectric slab below the ground plane. The microstrip
*3

antenna is formed on a separate dielectric slab above the ground plane

and the two structures are electromagnetically coupled through an

electrically small aperture in the ground plane between them.

This design is particularly advantageous when applied to millimeter

wave monolithic phased arrays. In this application the associated

active elements such as phase shifters and amplifiers would be formed on

gallium arsinide, which has a high dielectric constant (C r=12.8).

However, it is preferable to mount the antenna elements on a low

dielectric constant substrate in order to increase the bandwidth, the

radiation efficiency and the angle off broadside at which scan blindness

occurs [2]. With the bi-layered design, the antennas would be located

on a separate substrate which would yield optimal array performance and

- eliminate the competition for surface space between the antenna elements

and the active devices. In addition, the ground plane shields the

antenna half space from spurious radiation emitted by the feed lines and

active devices. Finally, aperture coupling obviates problems associated

4
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with probe feeds at millimeter wave frequencies, such as complexity of

construction and large probe self-reactances [1].

The scope of this thesis is limited to the analysis of a single

rectangular microstrip antenna coupled to a microstrip line by a

rectangular aperture. The goal of the analysis is to accurately compute

* the input impedance as a function of frequency, geometry and material

parameters. The analysis employs the moment method and the resulting

Sommerfeld type integrals are numerically evaluated. Some analytical

results are compared to experimental results to verify the theory.

Two approaches are pursued in the calculation of the input

impedance. The first approach is to analyze the structure shown in

Figure 2.2 directly whereas the second approach involves extending the

feed line to infinity in order to calculate the two-port S-parameters of

the antenna. In the latter approach the input impedance can be

calculated by simple transmission line theory when the feed line is

terminated in an open circuit. Although the S-parameter approach is

slightly less rigorous than the direct approach, since any interaction.

between the open circuit termination and the aperture is not taken into

account, the effect of any stub length on input impedance can be

calculated rapidly once the S-parameters are known.

V
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CH A PT ER 11

THEORY

Formulation of the Problem

A schematic of the antenna and feed line is shown in Figure 2.1

with impressed and scattered currents indicated on the different antenna

structures. In order to simplify the analysis the ground plane and

dielectric substrates extend to infinity in the x - and y - directions.

The electric surface currents on the patch antenna and feed line and the

electric field in the aperture are all assumed to be y - directed (see

Figure 2.1a). By invoking the equivalence principle the aperture can be

closed off and replaced by magnetic surface currents just above and

below the ground plane (see Figure 2.1b). The magnetic current above

the ground plane is simply the negative of that below, to ensure

continuity of the tangential electric field through the aperture.

Denoting the space below the ground plane (z<O) as region a and the

space above the ground plane (z>O) as region b the total electric and

magnetic fields in each region can be broken into a summation of fields

due to the various currents as follows:

-tot ----

E E (J. +) E (J + E (M 1
a a. 1111 a f a s

-tot --H H (J. )+ H (J + H (M (2)
a a inr a f a s
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of antenna and feed showing impressed and

~scattered currents for; (a) original problem, (b) equivalent problem.
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Etot _E(J) E(M) (3)
b b p b s

S-tot (p Hb(M (4)
b b p b s

Each field on the right hand side of (1)-(4) is the field due to the

current specified with the aperture shorted. The unknown scattered

electric currents on the feed line and antenna are J and J-? f P

respectively. The unknown magnetic current representing the aperture

electric field is M . In region b the negative sign on M can be
s. 5

brought outside the parentheses because the field is linearly related to

the current.

The first step in the moment method solution of this problem is to

expand the unknown currents in a finite set of basis currents of unknown

amplitude. The surface current density on the antenna element is

expanded in a set of piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) basis functions which

vary in the y - direction and are constant in the x direction as shown

in (5)-(9).

N
J(x,y) b Jb5b(x,y) (5)

. 1=1

where

b I s (-W 2< x <x +W /2
b() : - e p (6)
I W sin kbh b  y1-h b< y y+h

p e

b b 1/2
k (~) k (7)

e re 0

b b + b_ /W 12()
E = r+1)/2 + ((c 1 )/2 )(1+1d (8)re r r be

9
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hb = Lp/(Nb+l) (9)

I b is the unknown coefficient corresponding to the 1t h PWS basis
1

function, b . The effective dielectric constant, E is

Carver and Mink [3]. The patch length, i.e., the resonant length

dimension, and width are given b- L and W respectively. The lateral

C4 offset of the patch in the x-direction is x Os and the antenna dielectric

substrate thickness is db (see Figure 2.2). The mode half width is hb

(see Figure 2.3 a).
0

Because the aperture is assumed electrically short the magnetic

-! current can be represented by only a single PWS current mode. Noting

that the aperture is always centered about the origin in Figure 2.2,

this current can be written as

Ms(x,y) - Vap MaP(xy) (10)

where

vap = V (11)

1 sin k (L /2 - lxi) -L /2< x <L /2
ap() ap ap ap ap

x,y) sin k L /2 x, - /2< y <W /2 (12)
ap ap ap ap ap

ka < iy/La (13)

ap- ap

V is the unknown voltage across the center of the aperture. The
;-. 0

aperture length, i.e., the long dimension, is L and the width is Wa p a p

(see Figure 2.2). The parameter k must be determined by comparison ofap

analytical to empirical results, since its value can vary the aperture

distribution from essentially trianglar to cosinusoldal. It will be

L.4"
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antenna

aperture --'oskl'-

(a) Top view
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(b) Side view
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,. _r~ _a

-Wf "

(c/ End on v

Figure 2.2 Schematic of antenna and feed which defines all material
and architecturai parameter3 and the orientatio)n of various structures
with respect to the coordinate system.
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(C)
Figure 2.3 Layout of basis modes and those test modes which do notL .
correspond to any basis modes on the (a) antenna element, (b) semi-
infinite feed line terminated in an open, (c) infinite feed line.
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seen later that a general expression for kap can be found, which is a

function of the material parameters and antenna geometry and yields good

agreement between measured and calculated results in all cases studied.

The current on the feed line is expanded in a combination of

subsectional and entire domain basis functions. The incident and

.- reflected currents are represented by traveling wave modes corresponding

to the fundamental microstrip mode over the entire feed line. The total

traveling wave surface current is then

S (trav(X,y)= J inc(x,y) + J ref(x,y) (14)

" where

a
.* , - ' -k (y-L) -Wf/2 x <Wf/2

(cx,y) = e y(L 15

-, jk (y-L -W /2< x <W /2
( y (16)

- ref ( x 'y ) =rc Wf y <L

*]-: The current reflection coefficient, referenced to the end of the line,

is r The length of feed line from the center of the aperture to the
c

open circuited termination is Ls and the feed line width is Wf (see
a

Figure 2.2). The term k a is the exact propagation constant of the

- fundamental microstrip mode. It is calculated in a manner outlined by

Jackson and Pozar [31.

Writing Jtrav in terms of real functions, in order to facilitate

-V.-,' the numerical evaluation of subsequent integrals, yields

.4
........................ * \, *'..,.'*-.**
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J (y)=(+) cos k a (yL )y + (r -1)- sin k a(y-L )y (17)travy (c'If e s c W f e s

The cosine term in (17) violates the boundary condition on the current

at an open in all cases except rc equal to -1. To allow for general

solutions for re , the cosine term is truncated Xf /4 (Af denotes guide

wavelengths) from the open ended termination. This is shown

schematically in Figure 2.3b. With this condition imposed the incident

and reflected currents are altered near the end of the line and are

given by

- =-a -a-inc(XY) (x,y ) - JJ (x,y) (18)

-a -axyref(xy) r C(J (xy) + jJ (Xy)) (19)

where

-a a -WUf12< x <W f /2
:c(x,y) - Cos k(yL a))< y /(2ka) (20)

_ a a , -Wf/2< x <Wf/2
J(xy) - 1fsin k (y-L )Y, (21)W f e -y < y <L

From (20) and (21), it can be seen that the traveling wave current mode

is finite in length. A semi-infinite traveling wave current mode could

be used, but this introduces an additional pole in the integrands which

contain this mode. Complexities associated with treating this pole as

well as convergence problems are avoided by truncating the traveling

wave current mode in the above manner. The semi-infinite line is

approximated by making the traveling wave mode a few free space

%pa %
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wavelengths long and by employing an appropriate testing procedure to be

described later.

In the vicinity of the aperture and open circuited termination, PWS

basis functions are used to represent non-traveling wave currents which

arise due to these discontinuities. Thus, the total scattered current

on the feed line is

N(x, Y . a a(x,y) + rc(Ja(x,y)+Jja(x,y)) (2
Jf(xy) n=1 n n c c (22

where

1 sin ka(ha-ly-ynI) ^ -w /2< x <W /2
_axy)___-_yf - (23

n Wf sin k aha Y y +ha  (23)

ha = (Ls-y )/(N +1) (24)

is"heth -

I a is the amplitude coefficient of the n PWS current mode, Ja Then n

microstrip feed width is W . Parameters h and y are respectively the

PWS mode half width and the y coordinate of the left edge the first

(n-1) PWS basis mode (see Figure 2.3b).

Substituting the expressions for Jp, M s J inc' and Jf given in

(5),(10),(18) and (22) respectively into (1)-(4) and utilizing the

properties of linear operators yields

~N

-tot E -a N a--
E (J ) - JE (Ja) +  a ia E a(a) (25)
a a c a s n=1 n a n

r EaE(J a)+JE (Ja) + Vap g (map)
C a c a s a
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Htt H(ja) jH(Ja) a a 5(Ja) (26)
a a c as8 na nn- n

+a)+j a (Ja) J + Va p 5(aP)

:tot Nb b g b(jb) _ VaP ( ap) (27)b 1= 1Ii ( b
1=1

-tot .1-Xb b 5 (-b) - Vap -(pap) (28)

The individual field components on the right hand side of (25)-(28)

-b -ap-a ja
represent the fields due to the basis current indicated l. M Je so

and J defined in (6),(12),(20),(21) and (23) respectively) in the

presence of the grounded dielectric slab only. To find the unknown

current amplitudes which occur in the presence of the antenna, aperture

and feed, three boundary conditions must be satisfied. These are zero

tangential electric fields on the patch and feed line and continuity of

the tangential magnetic field through the aperture. Continuity of the

tangential electric field through the aperture has already been imposed

by the negative relationship between the magnetic currents above and

below the ground plane. These three boundary conditions yield three

equations to solve for the three unknown currents Jp, M and J

Setting the tangential components of Etot equal to zero on the feed
a

line yields

N a ta -t-a -jt-a(

( ( -rriECJ)+E(J)~ ap gt(Rap) (29)
n-I n a n c a c a s a

-t -a - -taa
gtE(J ) jE (Ja )a c a s on feed line

!

I!
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where the superscript t indicates tangential components. Equating

tangential components of HtOt and Htot in the aperture gives
a b

N
N a-ta -t -a -t() -a -_ -paP[a

{ , (a - [ H (Jc)+j(J ) V H t(Map)+Ht(Rp)

n-1 n a n c a c as a

* Nb b-t-b -ta a -ta

+ , I b (j) = 1(J) - jH (Ja ) , (30)
1 1 b 1 a c a s in aperture

-tot
and forcing the tangential components of E b  to zero on the antenna

.. gives the expression below.

N b I b ;t(5b1 + Vap Et(Rap) = 01(1
1=1 ' b 1 b on antenna (31)

A testing procedure is employed in order to solve for the N,

i.e.,N w N +b + 2, unknown coefficients such that (29)-(31) are

satisfied. Each equation is satisfied in a least mean square sense by

dotting it with an appropriate testing function and integrating over the

structure where the boundary condition is to be enforced. A Galerkin

testing procedure is utilized to enforce the boundary conditions at the

antenna and aperture to produce Nb + 1 equations. The remaining N a + 1

equations are obtained by testing with all PWS functions on the feed

line in the neighborhood of the aperture and open termination. As a

result there is one more PWS test function (dashed PWS mode shown in

Figure 2.3b) than basis mode . This scheme enforces the boundary

condition near the terminated end of the line only, however outside this

*
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region the scattered basis current assumes the form of the fundamental

quasi-TEM microstrip mode which automatically satisfies the boundary

condition on the feed line. Furthermore, by testing with this procedure

the opposite end of the traveling wave mode is not "seen" by the test

,. modes provided the traveling wave mode is terminated relatively far from

the aperture (2-3A ). In this way a good approximation to the

infinite line is obtained without convergence problems.

Using the following notation to denote an inner product

<F, - ff ds (32)

and taking advantage of the linearity of the inner product, (29)-(31)

upon testing become respectively

N
-na Ia <jaEY(Ja)> - r [ <Ja EY(Ja)> +J<JaEy(Ja) f (33)
n-i n m a n f c m a c f m a s f
" ap <JaEY(MaP)> . <JaEY(Ja)> - J<ja'EY(Js)>f # m-O,1,2,...,N

-v m a f m a c > m j< aY() s ma~,,.,
am a sp a~a

-a ia <MaP HaX(Ja)> - r [ <MaP,H(Ja> +J<MaP,H(Ja) ] (34)
n-1 n a nap c a cap a sap

a,H(j )ap - j<MaP,Hb(Ja)>ap
ac ap a p ap

N bb + < ,EY(MaP)>p ,2,...,N11- 1<kEb(Jl)>p Vap <EYa)> - O, k-l 1 .. b

, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~.' ".. ............ .. .... ..-.... ... .--. "- ,- -. ,, -.. ".-..-'J.-..-.......-.,-.'-.-

1* k 4- b * 1 *P k b ( 5

-
.*Liz"
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The superscript x or y on the field quantities indicate which of the two

tangential components are selected as a result of dotting the field

against the test function. The caret (^) above a current quantity

denotes the testing function. The letter(s) cited after each inner

product indicates the surface (f--feed, ap=aperture, p-patch) over which

the integration is carried out. Equations (33)-(35) can be written in

matrix form as follows:

[Z]Ia E'-jZ3 rc- IT aIV a p  -[zC]+j[Z s ]  (36)

-[a[a cc s )rc+ (y a+y b )vaP + [c b][I b ] = cC -jc s  (37)

S[zb][I b ] + r T bIV a p = 0 (38)

The matrix and vector elements and scalars are defined as followst

mn a ^a Y a a

-z. z = <-J a,E y(Ja N 1 X 1 cmnatrix o (40)
m acn a a

z, s = <-j a, E y(Ja)> N + I X 1 column vector (41)
m m c f a

zlb ' <_jb, Eb(Jb )> p  "b X Sb matrix (42)

y, a . ^ p Ma scalar (43)

y =<-MaPH (Ma>a

,.~~ ~ ~ yb = -AH(a)>axclr(4

icn <MaP,H (J , )> a  I X Na row vector (415)

c C M a  (a> scalar (46)
.~~~ ~ c PH()ap

c. s M H ja ) >a  scalar (47)

"c I <Ma H b (J bI)> a p 1 X N b row vector (48)
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t a <ja a EY(MaP)> N +1 X 1 column vector (49)
m ma f a

<t = < E ( P Na X 1 column vector (50)

a aa 1 1 1 a Na X I column vector (51)nl 1'2 ... 'N a

,II =1 I,2,...,IbN  l oum eco (2
1 bb b

m 0,1,2,...,N a  n ; 1,2,...,Na

k 1,2,.... b 1

It is convenient to consolidate some of the quantities above into the

new matrices, vectors, and scalars given below.

Ztot] [zan (z +jz + N 1 X N +1 matrix (53)
tt mn m m a a
a a o cjsa (cjc ) 1 X N a1 row vector (54)

a - rI r N +1 X 1 column vector (55)Stot n c a

inc c s

[V c -z +jz s I N +1 X 1 column vector (57)inc m m a

The matrix [ZtotI represents the impedance matrix for an open ended

bmicrostrip line by itself. Likewise, [Z I is the impedance matrix for a

a b
microstrip patch alone. The quantities y and y are the aperture

admittances looking Into region a and region b respectively of a slot in

a ground plane with dielectric slabs on each side. The vectors [Ca
tot

aand [T I are interaction vectors representing the coupling between the

feed line and aperture. Coupling between the antenna and aperture is

I'e
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contained in [Cb I and [Tb]. From reciprocity it can be seen that the

elements of the T matrices are related to the C matrices by

b b
t k  = -c , k = 1 = 1,2 ...... Nb (58)

ta  aN
S= -c , m : n 1,2 ..... N (59)m n

in (59) the ta element is actually the (m+1) th element in the vector
m

iTa ] because of the numbering convention given in (33), i.e., m runs

from 0 to N , whereas all other indices run from I to N or Nb'

Substituting (53)-(57) into (36)-(38) and solving yields

a a -1
I + [C a  Z I [V I

VaP = inc tot tot inc (60)
a +b [b 1b-T b a -C

y y -[Cbi]zb-Tb ] -[ctot][ztot] [T]

[It I = [zt 1 ([Vi] [Ta]Vap) (61)
tot tot incr b b 1zb]-I

tot] -[ [Tb]vap (62)

It should be noted that V equals -Vap from (11) and that r is the

bottom element in [I a  .
tot

Input Impedance and S-Parameter Analysis

The input impedance referenced to the center of the aperture is

easily determined from the current reflection coefficient, rc' byIC

.A

,,', ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . ................. _.. .-...-......-......... .-....-.-.. ,....,....%%..",
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-j2k aL

1 -r.e e s

Z. Z (63)
-j 2k L

I<. I+ r" e

where Z is the characteristic impedance of the line and L is the
length of open circuited transmission line beyond the center of the

aperture.

It is also of interest to calculate the S-parameters of the

aperture backed by the patch antenna. This can be done with only a

small modification to the previous analysis. The feed line is extended

to infinity in both directions from the aperture. The total traveling

wave current now becomes the sum of incident, reflected and transmitted

wave components shown in (64).

Jra XY) = Jinc(X,y) + Jref(XY) + JtrX'y) (64)

, Inc and Jref are defined as before in (18)-(21) where L is set equal

to zero. J is given by~tran

,tra Xy) = T[Jc(x,-y) + Jds(,-y)] (65)

where J and J are defined in (20) and (21) with L equal to zero andc s s
T is the current transmission coefficient. The layout of the basis
c

modes for the S-parameter analysis is shown in Figure 2.3c. The modes
6

,%
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are symmetric about the aperture center. The number of unknowns on the

feed line now equals N +2. N +2 equations are obtained by testing witha a

all PWS functions in the vicinity of the aperture. The test PWS

functions start a half mode length to the left of the first expansion

mode and extend a half mode length to the right of the last expansion

mode (see Figure 2.3c). The cosine terms have been truncated a quarter

of a wavelength from the aperture to avoid a current discontinuity at

that point.

It is evident from the symmetry of the basis currents that the

matrix elements representing the coupling of the PWS test modes to the

transmitted traveling wave current are simply the matrix elements in

reverse order representing the coupling of the PWS test modes to the

reflected traveling wave current. Thus, very 'ew a.ditional

integrations are required to carry out the S-parameter analysis despite

i Z a

the introduction of an additional column and row to the matrix tot

and an additional element to the vectors [C ao], [T I and [V if
tot -inc

the same number of PWS expansion currents are used on the feed Iine in

the two analyses, then only two additional matrix elements mist be

calculated in the S-parameter analysis as compared to the termirnated

line analysis. As will be seen subsequently most of the additior.i

effort required for this analysis is in the form of matrix fill

operations and a couple of additional algebraic operations.

Rewriting (36)-(38) to account for the extra unknown, T, anI

incorporating the aforementioned symmetry relation yields

.

°~

.....-......... . . . . . ...'- . .- ... : . .." .. ' ... .' ,. '. - . . . ,...t -. .'._ , , . -' - " "- '.. . ,. " V " '.i '''''" ' . .. . . . . . _, [ "
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.z][Ia] + ([z ]+j[z])r + ([Z c]+j[zs])T - [T aVap (66)

-[z ]+j[Z s ]

-[ca][Ia] - (cC+jcs )r - (c +jc )T + (ya+yb)VaP (67)

"bb n+ [cb][Ib] = c -jc 5

[Zb][I b  IT V p = 0 (68)

where

-c c
z = z (N +1)-m (69)

a

z s z s(0
m (Na+l)- (U)

. m=0,1,2 .... ,N ,N +1
a a

All other quantities are defined as before in (39)-(52) with the

appropriate change in matrix dimensions due to the change in the range

of index m.

As before, it is worthwhile to consolidate some of the matrices

above by defining

-"a I a Z c S (.-C .s] N +2 X N +2 matrix (71)
[Ztot] = [rnn nmn r m a a

[Ca 1 [ca (c~jcS) (J c s ) ]  I X N +2 row vector (72)

tot n a
ota [,a r C I c) N +2 X 1 column vector (73)

m 0,1,2 ...... N +1
a a

n = 1,2 ..... Na

* .- . . - .°.. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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With these definitions, (60)-(62) remain valid. It should be noted from

(73) that F is the next to last element and T is the last element in
c C

[Ia ]
tot

Since the junction is symmetric, the S-parameters referenced to the

center of the aperture are

S l 1 = $ 2 2 = - C  
( 7 4 )

$5) = 3 = T (75)

The input impedance can be easily calculated from the S-parameter

analysis when the feed is terminated in an open circuit. Examining

Figure 2.3c reveals that the relationship of the first (N -1)/2 PWS
a

modes (assuming N is always odd) and the reflected traveling waveI a

current is identical to that of the open ended feed analysis shown in

Figure 2.3b. Thus, the matrix elements necessary to rigorously

calculate the current reflection coefficient seen at the end of an open

circuited microstrip line alone exist within [Z a I and [V Thetot ] ad[inci Te

appropriate elements reside in the top (N 1)12 rows of [Z aJ and
a tot

rV and columns one through (Na1)/2 and column N -I of [Z t .
Linc aa tot

Letting

N = (N +1)/2 (76)

[Z] [Zn (Zm+JZa)] N X N (77)mn m m

LII = 1 1,2P ... IN_ 1 ,rco N X 1 (78)

'L] = L- z s 3  N X 1 (79)
m m

A

.--Q. ' . . . . . . ~ . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-,".".-.- - .-.- ", " ..-" '[. - ' < -- '.-- " ;..-i u - ' -,.-''-- ''.-. '.- - ''.'-.
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'- m =

*- -- n - , , . , -

then r is the open circuit reflection coefficient for a microstrip

V line alone. r is found by solving
Co

[ZI[I] - [VI (80)

With the S-parameters and r the input impedance, referenced to the

aperture center, of an antenna terminated by an open circuited stub of

length L can be easily found from
s

i + r.
z z in Z 0 Z (81)in..oi -r.

in

where

r 3 12s21 rL 82)in s11 1 - s(r22 L

aL.[ " -j2ka
es

rL -coe (83)

Dielectric Slab Green's Functions

From (39)-(50) it can be seen that the fields due to a given

current in the presence of the grounded dielectric slab are required.

The fields can be found by convolving the given basis current against

7 ° "i-,

aw" '- , " .-2 Z / 2 ' , , ' ." ' , . ...,. 'i '" . .' ' ° -.-.Y i z ,= ' ' '[ ' , .< ' .. .' ./ -" , '% "
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the appropriate Green's function. The required Green's functions are

the y - directed electric field and x - directed magnetic field due to a

y - directed infinitesimal electric dipole at (x 0 9 YO, d b) and the same

field components due to an x - directed infinitesimal magnetic dipole at

(x, 0 YO, 0) for the grounded dielectric slab where the ground plane and

dielectric to air interface is located at z=0 and z=d b respectively.

Figure 2.~4 shows the nature, direction, and location of the two

sources necessary to obtain the various Green's functions. The presence

of the dielectric interface at z=d b gives rise to fields which cannot be

* decomposed into a single transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic

(TM) mode. For the electric dipole of Figure 2.4ia the fields are

constructed from TM to y (Ayy) and TM to z (A z z) vector potentials and

analogously the fields due to the magnetic dipole of Figure 2.4~b are

formed from TE to x (F x) and TE to z (F zz) vector potentials.

The vector potentials are derived using the Fourier transform

method which is suitable for structures unbounded in one or more

dimensions. By Fourier transforming the scalar wave equation for each

of the above vector potential components with respect to x and y, the

problem is reduced to a one dimensional Green's function problem in z.

The x and y dependency of the fields are obtained by performing the

inverse Fourier transform.

In the case of the y - directed electric dipole of Figure 2.14a the

scalar differential equations which must be solved are
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A A

z z

= 6(x-x°)-- 0 0
=0 X 6(y-y)

ReiRegion 1 b." 1 b

A 9 ,i= 6(x-x o )

00

X 6(y-yo)6(z)£

b0

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 Orientation, location and type of current sources used to

solve for the Green's functions in region b. (a) J-source (b) M-source

S Regio i d Regioni CE d
o n o b o a

o y= M(=- )( - 0)

Regio 6(y-y)

C0  'X 6(Z+da) C

- z. - z
(a) 

(b)

Figure 2.5 Orientation, location and type of 
current source used to

solve for the Green's functions in region a. 
(a) J-source (b) M-source

......, -,"-

A UY 6ZX
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2[V2 + bk 2]A (x,y,z) - -6(x-x )6(y-y )6(z-d O< z <d (84a)
r o yl 0< b

[V2  ebk 2]A .(x,y,z) = 0, O< z <d (84b)
r o zb

[V2 + k 2]A (x,y,z) = 0, z >d (84c)
o y2 b

[ 2 + k 2]A (x,y,z) = 0, z >d (84d)
o z2 b ( 1 d

where

k2 2
0 W0W0 (85)

The free space permittivity and permeability are E° and jo respectively.

The complex dielectric constant, which takes into account dielectric

b
loss, is r.  Fourier transforming (84a)-(84d) with respect to x and yrr
gives

C 2 2 -J(k x x+k y y)
d[2 + k b]Ay1k ,kyZ) - -6(Z-d b )e O < z <db  (86a)

dzXybb

Cdz2 + k 2]A (k ,k ,Z) , O< z <d (86b)

dz 2 ybbZ(86b)

A2  2-
L- 2 +k 2]A y2(k x,k ,Z) = 0, z >db (86c)
dz2  2y xy

z2de + k2]A(k ,k ,z) = 0, z >d (86d)

dz 2 2z2 x y b(8d

where

" l-j(k X + k y y)

Ay1,2 (k x ,k y ,z) - f Ay1,2 (x,y ,z)e dxdy (87)

rr-J(k x X + k y )
Az1,2(kx,kZ) . 1 Az1,2(x,y,z)e dxdy (88)

- W

,9

k (Eb2 - 821/2 Imfk I < 0, ReklI}> 0 (89)
lb r o ' lb Re°.lbl
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2 2 1/2
k= (k - a2)I/ Im{k 2} < 0, Re{k 21 > 0 (90)

!" 2 k2 k2
a 2= k + k (91)x y

The quantities k and k are the two independent separation constants in
kx ky

the separation equations given in (89) and (90). The sign on the

imaginary part of klb and k2 is chosen to guarantee convergence of the

integrals in (87) and (88) and the sign on the real part is necessary to

remain on the same branch as determined by the sign on the imaginary

part [5]. Solving (86a)-(86d) subject to the boundary conditions yields

* the magnetic vector potential components in the spectral domain.

1 -J(k x° 092)
Ay1(kxk yZ) = b sin(klbz)e (92)

e

bl(c -1)sin(kdb) -j(k x + k y )
A (k x kzy Z) Tb Tb b cos(klbz)e (93)

e m

sin(klbdb) -Jk 2(Z-d b) -J(kxx° + k yy°
Ay2(kxk y, z) = Tb e e (94)

e

k (Cb-1 )sin(k d )cos(k d) -jk2(z-d)
A z2 (k x,k z) T r lb b lb b 2 b

T T
e m

e-j(k x + k yy O

Tb cos(klbdb  + Jk 2sin(k lbd b ) (96)

b kb lbb 2 b
Sbm b cos(k lbd b) + jk lbsin(k lbd b) (97)

m '.* r2 -b lb'( ,lbb',"' "'> " w ,"" . "",'%, . " ", ,,. ,
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The transformed electric and magnetic field quantities of interest are

t . easily obtained from

Eb (k ,k ,z) I [(E k-2_k 2)4 jk -A 3 (98)y x y jb E r o y y y dz z
r o

Hfi (k xkyz) = d A y yjk A(99)
x xydzy y z

Thus, the required Green's functions in the space domain due to the y -

directed infinitesimal dipole are: (1) the y - directed electric field

at z=db

b0
eCO

". fQb J (k x(X-Xo0)+k y(Y-Yo )

Gb(x~y d (kx,ky)e dk dk (100)EJyy 'dblxo'Yodb EJyyXx Y

z (E bk 2_k 2)k cos(k d )+J(k 2_k 2)k sin~k d)'  
b (k = -4 o r o y 2 l b b o y lb Ilbb (101)

* EJyy kx~ 2 b b41 2k TkT' e m

X sin(k lbd b)

whereZ =(Uo/cI1 / 2 and (2) the x - directed magnetic field at z-0

G Jxy(Xy,OIx Y, db) Q (kxy )e X 0 Y 0 dk dk (102).HJ-.' 0_=,HJY x y

e b k k CoS(k d + J(k 2(C bd (103)
;-:-. 1 y 2  

Tb  T
" .::e m

,i" ,7
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The above Green's functions are appropriate for finding fields in

region b due to the currents on the antenna element. The Green's

functions necessary to find the fields in region a due to the feed line

currents are determined from the configuration of Figure 2.5a. The

fields in this case are easily determined from (100)-(103) by a simple

coordinate transformation and replacing d with d and E r with F r .

b a r r

Thus, the y - directed electric field at z=-d a is

G a y Jy ).(k x(x-xO )+k y-yo )0
Ga ,yd aXoY-da)HM*Qb (k xk ) e dk dk (104)-. XI a ~ I ~ ~ J EJyy x y x y '

Qa bb
E EJyy (k ,k ) Q Ck ,ky )I a (see eqn. 101) (105)

" y E yy x y r £rr db d

and the x - directed magnetic field at z-0 is

Haxy a (k ,k )e x o y dk dk (106)
G jxy OlxYo-da) HJxy x y xy

Qa akb (see eqn. 103) (107)
HJxy xky = QHJxy(kxky) a d d (e E 03 (07)

r r b a

In the case of the x - directed magnetic dipole at z=0 in Figure

2.4b the same procedure as above is followed to solve for the electric

vector potential. The Fourier transformed differential equations for

the electric vector potential components are

d 2 2 - -Jy( x x 0 +k y YO)
d, 2 + k bIF X1(k x,k ,Z) - -6(z)e O< z <db (108a)

- -- - - * - - - -
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d2

E[L2 + k IF (k ,k ,Z) 0, O< z <d (108b)
dz 2  lb Z1 x y b (0b

E 2 k2I (k ,k ,z) =0, z >d (108c)
dz 2 2  x2 x y b

C2 + k 2 zF(k k z) 0, z >d (108d)
dz 2  2 z2 x y b

where

F x1,2 (kx k yZ) - F 12 (xy,z) (109)

Fz1, 2 (kx ky Z) .- Fz1, 2 (xy,z) (110)

Solving (108a)-(108d) and applying the boundary conditions gives the

electric vector potential components in the spectral domain given below.

Ebk sin(k d )-jk cos(k db )
F1 (k xk ,Z) = r 2 lb b b lb b 111)k T

lb m

sin(k Z) -j(k x k y)1 b x- ] e 0lb

kx(c b_-1) -JCk x° + k yo

F Z1(k x,k , Z) = b r sin(k lbz) e Y (112)
y T Te m

E b jk (z-db) -J(k x + k yy)
x(xk,) =_r -J2 bx 0o

F x2(k ,k ,z) Tb e e (113)

m

b_k (E -1)sin(k d) -jk (z-db) -j(k x + k y)
F (k ,k z) b b 2 (114)z2 x y bb e e

em

The two field quantities desired are obtained from

'K * ,,* * ,_ _ * .. . .. . . 1,
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E (k ,k ,Z) = _ -F + jk z (115)
y xy dz x x z

"-b 1 b 2 2- (116
H (k ,k ,z) _ .-- e k 2 -kx2 + jk (116)
x x y j(AI 0  ro x

From (111),(112),(115) and (116) the necessary Green's functions in the

space domain due to the x - directed infinitesimal magnetic dipole can

be readily found. These are: (1) the x - directed magnetic field at z

=0

0- jk (x-x )+k (Y-Yo))
Gb (XyoxyoO) = ff (k ,k )e 0 dk dk (117)
HMxx 00 HMxx x y x y

Q b ( k [jk 2 [jkk 2  + (bk 2_k2 ) (118)
412 k Z k Tb Tb  r o x

0 oIbe m
b b2 2 2 2

X {k k(Cb +1)sln(k d )cos(k d +) j(b k 2sin 2(k d )-kl2cos (kid

(2) the y - directed electric field at z db

j~k x-x)+k(y-y )
b i b~y jxk 0

GEMyx (x,y,d blXoyoO) -® QE (kx ,ky)e dk xdky (119)

E~x b o b ~xxyx

Q Myx(kx ky) = -Qd(kky (see eqn. 103) (120)

Equation (120) follows from reciprocity.

As before, the Green's functions appropriate for region a shown in

Figure 2.5b can be formed from those given in (117)-(120). These

Green's functions are the x - directed magnetic field at z = 0

s.
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a~(,II, a) = (k x(x-x 0)+k y (y-y )0GHMxx(Xfy0IYO) = QHMxx(kx ,ky)e0 dk dk (121)

QaMX (kxky) = Q Mx(kxky)Ib a

HQ x x k b a k (see eqn. 118) (122)

r r b a

and the y - directed electric field at z = -da

a a ,)=ff J(kx (x-x )+ky (Y-YoGEM (xy,-d aXo' _® QEMYX(kx ky)e x dk dky (123)a xy

Qa (kxk) = -b (kx tky)b (see eqn. 120) (124)
EMyxE , d d

r rdbda

Matrix Element Expressions

With these Green's Functions the matrix elements in (39)-(50) can

be fully defined. In (39) E(J a) is the y - component of the electric

field at z = -d due to the basis current Ja in the presence of the
a n

dielectric slab. This field is obtained by convolving the Green's

afunction given in (104) against J as shown below.
n

(125)

°",, aj(k (x-x )+k (y-yo))

EYJ)J jJ~ y)JJQa (k, e x 0 Y 0dkkdxdEa n on ( EJyy x y x y 0y x0
I

Substituting (125) into (39) yields

I

...... . . .- r.......
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~a

z (126)
j(k x(X-x )+k (Y-Y ))

-f 5a  f f Ja(x ,y)ffQa (k k )e dk d d dym x  'y  Yo Q 00 EJyYy x Y Xo0 Yo0

,0 0 -0

N; Nor

-jQ a fE (k ,k )Ja (k k )Ja (k k )dk dk (127)
mn EJyyx yin x y nx y x y

where
''" _ f-J(k x +kyyO

j n ,k = j a i YO 0y(x,y)e o dx0dy0  (128a)
N.-' JJ(kx xy) yo)

Sam (k Xky)= fy f J(x,y)e dxdy (128b)

Thus, the six fold integration in (126) can be reduced to a double

integral by Fourier transforming the basis and test currents

analytically as defined in (128). Note that (128b) is only valid for

real currents. The integration in (127) must be carried out numerically

so it is advantageous to convert the double infinite integral in the

k.. k plane to a single infinite integral and a finite integral by
y

converting to polar coordinates [6]. Letting

k -Cosa

- x
k = sinci

(127) becomes

a _f fo a a ),a
Z" n 0 QEJyy (k k )J (kx,k J(k ,k) B8dda (129)

,

2221S'o

I k :.. - .. - . ...- - -.. , - --. . ,.-. - -.- -. . . . . - - - -- -- - --- -... .., "-" . '-.- .- - -, 
'
,- '" --'-'> -: "- -' -i .i - -'
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A further simplification can be realized by noting that the Q functions

are even in k and k allowing one to integrate on a from 0 to 7/2 onlyx y

[6] as shown below.

r12 * _ ,(130)
a f r a a a aa
Z = -40 J Q (kk)Re{J (k) (k)}Re[J (, )J (k )1Bdada
mn 0 0 EJyyx y m xn x m y n y

where, a(k k Ja(kx)Ja(k (131)

n x ky n n0 x n Oy)

Defining Fourier transform pairs of the other currents as

a a a
cJ (xy) - (k x)J (ky) (132)

" a(xy) a a (133)
S s x s y

M (x,y) - MaP(k x)MaP(ky (134)

b -b b
J (xY) J 1(k x)J (k ) (135)
1 1 y

- the remaining matrix elements can be written as

" ' 
(137 )c = 'f"a (k a( ja aa

Z -40J QEa ,kx'k )Ret (k )J}(k )Reja (k )j a(k )}Bd~da
m 0 0 EJyy y m x c x m y c y

(138)
(kZ -4"0 f0k k )Re(Ja (k )Ja (k )jReJa (k )Ja(k )dda

./fm EJyy

- -. ( 139)

b 2 b b b b b (

z k1 0 0 Q EJyy(kx k y)Re (k )J (k )ReJ k (ky )J (ky )}BdBdz

a _7/2- a (k K M( 1I' )12 dBda (140)

0 Hx xy

,7e.%.
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ir/2

b - rf/21 Q b ( K,)lMaP(kX)121 MaP(ky)12BdBda (141)Y "-] 0 QHMxx kx Ky

f 12f . , ^ ,(142)

a 4 Q (kxpk )Re{MaP(k )da(k )JRe[MaP(k )da(k )1adadca
n 0 0 HJxy y x n x y n y

H' /y,(k ,k* (143);''c ff f- a (p )ja(x) -p ,
,,c 24 Qa kx k)Re{Ma(k (k )IRelM (i )J (k )}6 d8d a

Sy x y - y

T/ 2k (144)
C = 4 Qxy(K k )RelMaP(k )a( )}Re{MaP(k )j (K )}d~da

0 HJxy x y x S x y s y

f 12f-, (145)
Cb " 40 Qb (k k )Re{MP(k1 )J (k ))Re{M aP(< )Jb (k )18ddcL
C1  0 0 HJYxy y ap x ap T

m = 0,1,2,...,N n =
a a

k =1,2,...,Nb 1- 1,2,...,N
bb a

The elements t and t are related to c and c by (58) and (59)
K  m n

respectively.

Numerical Considerations

The integrals in (130) and (137)-(145) must be evaluated

numerically. The numerical integration routine used was a modification

of a routine written by D. M. Pozar to analyze a rectangular microstrip

antenna fed by an ideal impulse current source [6]. This routine

4 employs a 10 point Gaussian quadrature integration scheme. A special
.1

consideration common to all of the integrations is the presence of

simple poles determi:ed by the zeroes of (96) and (97) which are a

4 function of B only. (In region a the poles are determined from (96) and

- - . . .

- . -I . . , ' . '- " - '. - ,' ' .- . " - . ,' . '. " ." . - .-.-.. .-.. ...-. - . .'. .-.-.-.-.. ..--. '."---. .. . ' -' - i ': - ' . -., ' ' , - . -: - . - -" - :

= I , " 5 ...- i-l ,
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b a
(97) where d b is replaced by d a and E r by E ) These poles correspond

to the TE and TM surface wave modes respectively. The poles are first

-. located by the Newton-Rhapson method, where the real part of the pole

always lies between k and (s_ ) 12k . The integration on B is then,%%--4,o r o
carried out by numerically integrating on B up to within A = .001 k of

the real part of the pole (B ). The integration from B -A to B +A is

performed analytically. The details of this integration are given in

[6]. This cycle is continued until the last pole is encountered. The

remaining portion of the integration is calculated numerically until

convergence is achieved. Convergence is attained when at least half the

elements in a given vector change by less than .5% over an integration

interval of 50 k. This usually occurs somewhere in the interval 100 k

< 3 < 200 k

.. By the symmetry properties of Green's functions and Toeplitz

symmetries, which occur due to the infinite extent of the grounded

dielectric slab, only a single row or column of any matrix must be

calculated. The above integration routine was modified to calculate an

entire row or column with a single call of the integration routine.

This greatly improves the computation time of the analysis because an

entire vector of about 10 elements or less can be calculated almost as

fast as a single element. This is due to the fact that all the

integrands can be factored into two terms. One term, Tcnst(kx ky) , is

common to all the elements in the vector and represents a vast majority

of the integrand. The other term, T (k ,k ,mn), differs from element

var x' y

*4j" %

- .............................. * . . .
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to element but is generally simple in form and in most cases is a single

cosine term of the form, cos k y (Yn-ym ) (where yn and ym are the y

positions of the basis and test modes). Therefore, most of the

integrand can be evaluated just once at each point, (k x,k yo), and the

value of the total integrand for each element in the vector at (kxo, kyo )

is then given by

I T(k xokyom,n) = T cnst(k xo,k yo)T var(k x,k yom,n) (146)

To evaluate T (ko,k ,m,n) N times (N-0O) takes far less time thanvar xo' yo_

to evaluate T cnst(k xo,k yo) just once so the entire vector can be

calculated nearly as fast as a single element.

Due to the complexity of the analysis various tests were performed

to assess the validity of the numerical results. These tests included

comparisons between numerical and analytic results for various limiting

cases for which analytic solutions were possible and comparisons of

numerical results with numerical results proviJed by D. M. Pozar and R.

W. Jackson from programs which have been proven to be reliable. Tne
a b c

* latter type of comparisons confirmed the accuracy of the z in Zkl Z,

elmnssh y a adyb-m elements. The and y terms were validated by comparing the

results to analytic solutions for the self impedance of a narrow slot

with a PWS E-field aperture distribution in a ground plane in free space

and in a very thick grounded dielectric slab. In the latter case the

analytic solution Is obtained by assuming the slot is in a homogeneous

tI
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medium with an effective dielectric constant, =re=(cr+l)/2. In both of

these cases the analytic and numerical results were in close agreement.

a
The c element was checked by calculating in closed form the coupling

n
between a short, narrow slot in a ground plane with a cosine aperture

distribution and a short PWS dipole in the far field of the slot. Again

the two solutions compared favorably.

Lastly, studies were conducted to determine the number and length

of the current expansion modes necessary to obtain stable solutions.

From these studies it was determined that five PWS modes on the patch, a

traveling wave mode length of five feed line wavelengths, i.e., 5XVf and

a density of approximately seven PWS modes per tf/ 2 starting Xf/4 prior

to the aperture center were adequate for convergence in the range of the

material parameters studied. In the case of the terminated line

analysis the PWS mode density was held approximately constant for all

stub lengths and in the case of the S-parameter analysis seven PWS

expansion modes are used on the feedline from y -Af /4 to y = f /4.

%f

% 4
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C H A P T E R III

RESULTS

In all subsequent input impedance plots certain conventions are

followed. A measured impedance locus is denoted by a solid curve and

the frequency, given in megahertz, is marked on the locus in 25 MHz

intervals. Calculated input impedance points are given in 25 MHz steps

and are connected by a best fit dashed circle. Both the measured and

calculated input impedances are phase referenced to the center of the

aperture. Empirical phase referencing was achieved by constructing a

reference microstrip line of the appropriate length and shorting the end

to the ground plane with a wide strip of copper foil.

Figure 3.1 shows a measured input impedance plot and various

calculated points. The antenna and feed dielectric substrates were both

Oak 601 with a nominal dielectric constant of 2.54 and a measured

thickness of .16 cm. The antenna dimensions were 4.0 cm (resonant

dimension) by 3.0 cm. The slot was 1.12 cm long by .155 cm wide. The

microstrip feed line was .442 cm wide and extended 2.0 cm beyond the

center of the aperture. Three sets of calculated data points are shown.

The points defined by open squares were obtained assuming a cosine

aperture E-field distribution (k ap1/L in eqn. 12) whereas the open

ap ap

and filled circles result from a PWS aperture E-field distribution. The

input impedance data indicated by open circles was calculated using the

d
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Aif

''2200

SvS

Figure 3.1 Mesrdvru cluae nu impedance of an aperture
coupled microstrip antenna with low dielectric constant feed sub-

* strate. a0 cosine E-field aperture distribution, direct method of
* calculation, 0 = PWS E-field aperture distribution, direct method

of calculation, 0 - PWS §-field aperture distribution, S-parameter
method of calculation. (E rz =2.54, d b=*16cm, L-M4.Oc,, W-=3.Ocm,

x -0O.0cm, y =0.0cm, L -1.12cm, W -155cm, Ea=-2.54 , d =.16cm,
os OS ap ap r a
W -.442cn, L,=2.0cm)
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first scheme discussed in Chapter II where the feed line is terminated

in an open circuit (to be called the direct method). The filled circles

were calculated by the S-parameter method discussed in the second

section of chapter two. In the case of the PWS aperture distribution

the parameter k ap in eqn. 12 was chosen to be the arithmetic average of

the effective wave numbers for the feed and antenna regions, i.e., k =ap

(ka + k b)/2. This results in an aperture E-field distribution which ise e

roughly triangular for the electrically short apertures used in these

antennas.

The PWS aperture distribution yields significantly closer agreement with

measured values than the cosine distribution. The results obtained with

the direct method and the S-parameter method are approximately

equivalent but the latter appears to match the measured results slightly

better. Although the comparison between analytic and experimental

results is good, even better agreement could be obtained by varying the

dielectric constant within the manufacturer's specifications and

adjusting slightly the reference plane which is empirically only

approximately known.

To further confirm the validity of the PWS aperture distribution

the same comparison as above is shown in Figure 3.2 for an antenna with

a nigh 1 electric constant feed substrate. The antenna substrate and

limensions are the same as above but Duroid 6010.2 (c =10.2, d -.1325cm)Sr a

,' s ised f3r the feed substrate. The aperture dimensions in this case

were .913 x .108 cm and the feed width and stub length beyond the

a
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.4 I

Figure 3.2 Measured versus calculated input impedance of an aperture

coupled microstrip antenna with high dielectric constant feed sub-

strate. 0= cosine E-field aperture distribution, direct method

of calculation, 0 = PWS E-field aperture distribution, direct method
of calcuation, * ; PWS E-field aperture distribution, S-parameter
method of calculation.

b 2 5  b. 6m =4.0cm, W= 3.0cm~ x=O.Ocm, yos=O.Ocm,

r_2

Lap-.913cm, Wa =.08cm, Ea=lO' da=. 3 25cm, Wf=. 16cm, Ls=l7cm)

4
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Table 3.1 Calculated S-parameters for the antenna of figure 3.1.

Frequency s 11 s 21 1-S 11
(,MHz)

2150 .06+j.18 .94-j.20 .94-j.18

2175 .11+j.22 .89-j.23 .89-j.22

2200 .25+j.23 .74-j.24 .75-j.23

2225 .34-j.05 .66+j.04 .66+j.05

2250 .12-j.11 .88+j.10 .88+j.11

2275 .04-j.05 .96+j.04 .96+j.05

1 *5

Figure 3.3 Calculated S-parameter plot for the antenna of figure 3.1.
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Table 3.2 Calculated S-parameters for the antenna of figure 3.2.

Frequency S11  ~21 1
-~ (MHz)

2175 .03+j.19 .96-j.12 .97-j.19

2200 .05+j.21 .94-j.13 .95-j.21

*2225 .10+j.24 .90-j.16 .90-j.24

2250 .23+j.20 .76-j.12 . 7 7 -j. 2 0

2275 .15-j.01 .85+j.08 .85+j.01

2300 .04+j.04 .95+j.04 .6j0

2325 .02+j.07 .98+j.01 .98-j.07 I

Figure 3.4 Calculated S-parameter plot for the antenna of figure 3.2.
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* Figure 3.5 Equivalent two-port network for an aperture backed by a
patch antenna in the ground plane of a microstripline.
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plotted on an admittance chart. This is to be expected based on the

proposed model. Figure 3.6 shows a circuit model for the antenna of

Figure 3.1. From the S-parameter analysis the reflection coefficient at

the end of open ended microstrip line with the dimensions given in

Figure 3.1 at 2.2 GHz equals .99-j.12 or equivalently Z. (bar indicates

normalized impedance) equals 0.6-j16.2. The stub length beyond the

center of the aperture at 2.2 GHz equals .214Af, where X f is the feed

aline wavelength (Af=27r/k ). Therefore, the normalized impedance lookingfine

into the stub at the center of the aperture, Zstub' is .002-j.17 or

Zt " -j.17. Presumably, the capacitive reactance cancels the series/ stub

inductive reactance over the bandwidth of the parallel RLC network

yielding the bottom circuit of Figure 3.6. The input admittance of this

circuit follows a constant conductance circle.

Three parameter studies were carried out both emperically and

analytically with the antenna of Figure 3.1. These parameters were

selected due to the reasonable ease and accuracy with which they could

be varied experimentally.

'1 The effect of stub length, i.e., the length of feed line beyond the

center of the aperture, on the input impedance locus was examined. The

measured loci versus stub length are shown in Figure 3.7. As the length

of the open circuited stub is decreased, from an initial dimension of

.214 Af the input impedance at any given frequency moves

counterclockwise along a constant resistance circle towards the open

circuit point on the Smith Chart. Since the aperture looks like a

.4
o..
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' 9''
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(a)

Figure 3.8 Measured versus calculated input impedance loci as a
I function of stub length. (See figure 3.1 for antenna parameters.)

(a) Calculated points obtained with direct method.
(b) Calculated points obtained with S-parameter method.

-.
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series impedance, only the imaginary part of the input impedance at any

frequency changes as the length of the open circuited stub varies.

A comparison of the above result with calculated lo!i is shown in

Figure 3.8. Only every other curve of Figure 3.7 is shown in order to

improve the clarity of the comparison. Input impedance data calculated

by the direct method is displayed in Figure 3.8a, whereas the S-

parameter method was used to produce the analytic impedance plots in

Figure 3.8b. In both cases the analytic curves approximate the measured

loci reasonably well.

Another empirical study conducted with the antenna of Figure 3.1

was to vary the patch position relative to the aperture. Measured and

calculated plots are given in Figure 3.9 corresponding to movement of

the patch in the y-direction, i.e., along the resonant dimension (see

Figure 2.2a). Calculated points utilizing the direct method and the S-

parameter method are plotted in Figure 3.9a and 3.9b respectively. The

agreement is good in both cases. The coupling factor, as defined by the

radiis of the resonance circle, is greatest when the patch is centered

over the aperture and drops significantly as the patch is moved in the

y-direction. This is in accordance with Pozar's [1] simple model for

this antenna based on Bethe hole theory and the cavity model. In

addition, as the patch is offset in the y-direction the centers of the

resonant loops move approximately in a straight line towards the edge of

the Smith chart just to the inductive side of the short position. This

v is probably due to the fact that when the patch is offset by a large
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4,

.200 %f--- + -

N

*1." iii

.5 cm i.' C.

(a)

Figure 3.9 Measured versus calculated input impedance loci as a
function of patch offset in the direction of resonance. The schematic
above shows the relative position of the patch to the slot in each
case. (See figure 3.1 for other antenna parameters.)

-(a) Calculated points obtained with direct method.
(b) Calculated points obtained with S-parameter method.
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amount the structure looks like a small aperture in a ground plane which

is inductive.

In contrast to offsetting the patch in the y-direction, lateral

movement of the patch in the x-direction causes little change in the

coupling factor provided the entire slot remains under the patch. From

the measured data in Figure 3.10 it can be seen that the coupling factor

actually increases as the edge of the patch aligns with the edge of the

slot and then monotonically decreases as the slot emerges from under the

patch. Figure 3.11 shows calculated loci versus x-offset of the patch.

Initially the coupling factor remains constant, however at the point

where the coupling factor increases empirically it decreases

analytically. This causes a significant discrepancy between measured

and calculated results for all large patch offsets in the x-direction.

This disagreement is not unexpected since our model utilizes only one

mode in the aperture. A single aperture mode makes the analysis

numerically more tractable but cannot account for skewing of the

aperture electric field distribution as the patch is offset in a

direction parallel to the long dimension of the slot. In addition, the

patch current is assumed uniform in the x-direction which may not be

adequate for large offsets in that direction.

-11 subsequent parameter studies are based solely on analytic

results. The direct method of calculating input impedance was selected

rather than the 5-parameter method for these studies because; (1) the

agreement between the two met~iods is within the limits of measurement

.%.

.4
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2200
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23 2221%

:, ,, ,..c " T.2 c mI .

I 1

" Figure 3.11 Calculated (direct method) input impedance loci as a

k function of patch offset in the direction orthogonal to resonance.
~The schematic shows the relative position of the patch to the slot

, in each case. (See figure 3.1 for other antenna parameters.)
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accuracy, (2) the direct method is slightly faster except in the case of

stub length variation studies, (3) all currents for the tuned antenna,

-~ i.e., feed line terminated in an open circuit, are obtained explicitly

with the direct method as a function of the parameter varied.

The long dimension of the aperture was varied to obtain the curves

given in Figure 3.12. The antenna dimensions are given in the Figure

legend and are very similar to the dimensions of the antenna of Figure

3.1. As the aperture length is reduced the radius of the impedance

circle decreases and the center of the circle moves towards the short

circuit location. The resonant frequency versus aperture length is

plotted in Figure 3.13. The resonant frequency, which in this case is

also the minimum VSWR frequency, decreases with increasing slot length.

Also plotted in Figure 3.13 is the input impedance at resonance versus

* *.~slot length which can be used to approximately determine the slot length

required to achieve critical coupling and the corresponding resonance

frequency. In this case the aperture length which yields critical

coupling is 1 .09 cm at a resonant frequency of 2.233 ',Hz. For

* -,.comparison the resonant frequency of this antenna based on the cavity

model is 2.306 GHz []

It is also of interest to examine the influence of feed substrate

dielectric constant and thickness on the input impedance, since the feed

substrate will be electrically thick in the intended application of the

antenna. As dielectric constant and thiickness are varied in these

studies the feed line width and stub length are modified to maintain a

4.-.
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2270 -140

g-.uResonant frquency

2260 .130

9 ------ Input resistance

2250 -120

2240 -110

2230 - 100

2220 - 90 -

2210 . 80

2200 - 70

2190 - 60

2180 - 5__- - - - - - - s

2170 - 40

2160 -30

2150 I20

.9 1.0 11.21.3 1.4
Slot Ln~th (CE)

Figure 3.13 Resonant frequency and input resistance at resonance
versus slot length (data from figure 3.12).
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characteristic impedance of 50) '2 and a stub length of .22 A C All other

antenna parameters were held constant and are given in the figure

legends.

The dielectric constant variation is shown in Figure 3.114. The key

features are the increase in the coupling factor and the invariance of

the resonance frequency with increasing dielectric constant. The

increase in the coupling factor is probably due to the fact that the

Ielectric length of the slot is increasing as the dielectric constant of

the feed increases.

The last parameter study performed was to increase the thickness Of

the feed substrate of the antenna of Figure 3.14 in the case of c r= 1 0 .2 .

1.As the distance between the feedline and aperture increases, the

coupling factor decreases as can be seen in Figure 3.15. As with the

dielectric constant variations, the resonant frequency is unchanged with

changes in substrate thickness over the range studied.

5%%
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5.1

r "6

'

a  W L

2.54 .495 cm 2.000 cm
5.10 .310 cm 1.493 cm
7.65 .225 cm 1.255 cm
10.20 .173 cm 1.108 cm

, 12.15 .139 cm 1.004 cm

Figure 3.14 Calculated (direct method) input impedance loci as a
function of feed substrate dielectric constant. The tabular data
above gives the feed line width and stub length used in the analysis
to maintain a 50 charactgristic impedance and a stub length of
.22X ffor each value of r . The other antenna parameters are:b=

r2.54, d=.16cm, L =4.0cm, W =3.0cm, x =0 0cm, v 0.0cm,[/,r b p os " os
L _-l.Ocm, W_ =.llcm, d =.16cm.ai p ap a
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2 ~ O

a p 3

N 10

a

.48 cm .613 cm 1.056 cm

Figure 3.15 Calculated (direct method) input impedance loci as a
function of feed substrate thickness. The tabular data above gives
the feed line width and stub length used in the analysis to main-

* tain a 50Q characteristic impedance and a stub length of .22Xf
*~ ~ for each value of d . The other antenna parameters are:

b a
S=r2 .54 , db=. 16cm, L =4.Ocm, WP=3.0cm, x =O.0cm, y O.Ocm,

L a= 1.0cm, W =.llcm, Ea= 1o*.2 .
N.p ap r
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CHAPT?' LV

CONCLUSION

A rectangular microstrip antenna coupled to a microstrip line

through a small rectangular aperture in the ground plane has been

analyzed by the moment method. In the case of a feed line terminated in

an open circuit the input impedance is determined from the amplitude

coefficient of a reflected traveling wave current mode on the feed line.

In the case of an infinite feed line the S-parameters are calculated by

including both reflected and traveling wave current modes on the feed

line. These amplitude coefficients are obtained directly from the

moment method solution.

The analysis has been verified by comparison with measured input

impedance data for an antenna with a low dielectric constant ( r=2.54)

feed substrate and one with a high dielectric constant (E =10.2) feed

substrate. In the former case empirical parameter studies, which

involved varying the length of the feed line beyond the aperture and

lateral displacements of the antenna with respect to the aperture, were

carried out and compared with anlytical studies to further validate the

theory. With the exception of patch offsets orthogonal to the resonant

dimension of the patch the analytical and empirical results were in good

agreement. From the above data and S-parameter results an equivalent

two-port lumped element circuit is proposed for the aperture backed by a

o ,4
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microstrip antenna near resonance. The circuit is a series impedance

consisting of a parallel RLC circuit in series with an inductor.

Finally, analytical parameter studies have been performed to determine

the effect of aperture length and feed substrate dielectric constant and

thickness on input impedance and resonant frequency.

Further development of the proposed equivalent circuit for this

antenna should be undertaken in the future. The circuit elements could

be found by determining the stub length that yields an admittance locus

whioh follows a constant conductance circle. The series reactance due

to L' would then be the negative of the reactance looking into the open

circuited stub, from which L' could be determined. The resistance, R,

of the model would simply be the inverse of the input conductance

(constant inder the condition stated above) near resonance and L and C

could be determined from the input susceptance at two frequencies around

resonance. By performing parameter studies and examining the effect on

the equivalent circuit element values, the antenna parameters which most

strongly influence each circuit element might be elucidated. Another

area for future work is to determine the far-field antenna patterns from

the ourrents on tne patch, aperture and feed line. Of particular

interest w.uld be t hc ,eatie magnitude of the lobe on the feed side

versus that on the antenna side. Finally, improved programmming

4

techniques should be sought to reduce the CPU time required to carry out

the analysi13. Most importantly, this would make it feasible to expand

the aperture magnetic current in more than one basis mode.

.l
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